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✩

9

Reproducing
Observations
Have you ever seen a puppy? Puppies are the babies of dogs. Dogs and all
living things make more of themselves by reproducing. 

Science activity 
Draw a line joining each parent to its baby. The first one is done for you.

Science exploration

How are baby and adult animals alike and 
different? Show this in a scrapbook. Play the
games on websites 9-1 and 9-2. Visit farm
babies on 9-3.
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The child should understand that all living things
grow. Placing the objects in chronological order will
help reinforce this concept. Ask the child to explain
how the “growing” balloon differs from the growing
bird. 

10 ✩ The growing show 
Observations
Are you growing bigger? All living things grow. When you eat, your body
uses some of the food to help you grow.  

Science activity
Place a check mark (✔) in the box beside each picture that shows a living
thing growing bigger.

Science exploration

✔

✔

Help the child make a scrapbook of babies and their
parents. The child should see that babies look different
from their parents, but can usually be matched up.
Point out that some baby animals, such as frogs, look
very different from the adult animal.

9 ✩Reproducing
Observations
Have you ever seen a puppy? Puppies are the babies of dogs. Dogs and all
living things make more of themselves by reproducing. 

Science activity 
Draw a line joining each parent to its baby. The first one is done for you.

Science exploration

The child should be able to identify many things that
smell, such as flowers and food. Things that smell bad
often taste bad. Help the child with the web activities.
Some websites test what the child can smell. Be aware
of any allergies.

12 ✩ Getting nosey 

Science exploration

Science activity
Guess which nose belongs to which animal. Follow the wiggly lines to see if
you are right.

Observations
Many living things have noses, which they use to smell things. Dogs have a
better sense of smell than humans.

The child will learn that all eyes are for seeing, but they
can come in many colors. The websites provide
interesting information about the eyes of animals,
including some animals that have imitation eyes. Help
the child with the websites.

11 ✩Eyes are great! 
Observations 
Many living things have eyes. They use their eyes to see things. Many animals
have two eyes.

Science exploration

Science activity 
Draw the missing eyes on these living things. Use reference books or the
Internet to help you.
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Help the child make a scrapbook of babies and their 
parents. The child should see that babies look different 
from their parents, but can usually be matched up. 
Point out that some baby animals, such as frogs, look 
very different from the adult animal.
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